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traditional Javanese; performed by Gamelan Pacifica

String Quartet No. 4 (1973)
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for string quartet & Javanese gamelan
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End of the Fall is inspired by the solo vocal repertoire of Central Java. In 2003 I spent a few months in Central Java 
and Bali, studying privately with I Putu Sadia of the temple Taman in Ubud, Bali, and then with Pak Parto in Yogyakarta, 
Java. I arrived on the eve of the military invasion of Iraq by the United States.  Two weeks earlier, Bali was terrorized 
with a bombing that emptied the entire island of foreign tourists and was suddenly considered a deadly place to be. 
There I carried the Ogoh-Ogoh (giant sculptures of bamboo, foam, and papier-mâché built to dance a terrifying shuffle 
telling any would-be resident demons to travel elsewhere) for the Nyepi Festival with many new Balinese friends, 
wearing T-shirts which read Fuck Terrorist.

William Monteleone is a saxophonist based in Seattle who helps me curate the Spite House Concert Series, a weekly 
concert in a tiny house on Capitol Hill. William and I are the house band of Spite House, presenting new works each 
month akin to raga but entirely our own. End of the Fall was created for Bill as part of this collaboration.

Prime Dimensions is an odyssey through the generative musical dimensions of prime numbers.  A scale made purely 
of harmonic ratios is tuned to create a tonal playfield of shimmering multidimensional possibilities and opportunities 
for rarely-heard musical qualities. The Otone or "8 series" brought to our musical attention, by the works of Ben 
Johnston for instance, considers that every tone in the harmonic series, from the 8th - 16th partial, forms a scale of 8 
striking tones. Si Thomas, our gamelan at Cornish, is tuned in such a series of ratios, a kind of just intonation which 
achieves the qualities of the Javanese scale known as pelog. In order to hone in on the most beautiful qualities and 
combinations of this tuning, I tuned my piano to match and I spent a great deal of time improvising upon it.

Ketawang Chroma

Narada says to Hanuman:

"Oh gem of the world, it is you who worries, whose heart is sad, who is ill.
Why do you join in the behavior of the little people,
forgetting that you are a famous leader in the world,
enjoying this forgetfulness and doubt?"

— Kinanthi Semedi (translation by Joan Suyenaga)

Evolving has many of us seated just so, in forgetfulness and doubt. Hearing the tones ring from a diphonic singer for 
the first time was one event of my life that resounded to me the memory of the worthiness of being human, of music, 
art, of humanity. Ever rising tones are the feature of this work for gamelan, gerong and diphonic singing. Diphonic 
singing allows a vocalist to embellish these ever rising tones far beyond the practical vocal range by singing 
pronounced melodies with vocal harmonics that can ring as high as a piccolo but unlike any other instrument of the 
world.  The gerong is a chorus, traditionally male, that sings a melody which resounds from the core of the 
compositional structure, and usually with an archaic and esoteric text from the poem Kinanthi Semedi. 

A ketawang is a venerable musical form from the Javanese gamelan repertoire. 

The inspiration for this composition of rising tones and a multitude of unusual vocal colors was found while randomly 
opening to a page in a chemistry text book. I read of a crude form of color analysis in which one end of a strip of 
paper, with a drop of ink dried onto it, is gently lowered about a centimeter into a shallow dish of water. Much like in 
meditation, where the process reveals the many colors of our personality, the water rises up as it soaks into the paper 
and eventually passes through the drop of dried ink, revealing the multitude of colors that it contains. A diphonic singer 
similarly reveals and makes melodies with the many tones that are each a small part of a single fundamental tone.

Iron Tears, for String Quartet & Javanese gamelan

Inspired by a quotation from author Edith Hamilton’s 1942 book Mythology, where it is written that the song of 
Orpheus "drew iron tears down Pluto's cheek and made hell grant what love doth seek".

Such a note, such a melody exists, but where? A tone that can pierce a metal heart and allow it to feel again and 
surrender to love – does such a tone really exist? In the tones sung by the voice, played by the suling (bamboo flute) 
or rebab (spike fiddle) of the Javanese gamelan, such a tone lives. Many compositions I have completed over the years 
are each describing a scene in the myth of Orpheus. Featured in this work is the moment where Orpheus meets Pluto 
to tell of the dance of Eurydice and to make a most unusual plea – that Pluto return Eurydice, the one he loves more 
than the universe itself, who died on their wedding day.  This magical pivotal moment is told in this composition for 
string quartet and gamelan.


